In order to define a graphical modeling language, it is necessary to define the graphical notation of the language in the process of metamodeling. So the defining of the notation has become one of the essential functions in metamodeling tools. This paper proposed the Notation Definition Metamodel (NDM) for metamodeling tools. NDM is used to define the graphical notation. It consists of three parts: basic figures and layouts, location relations and syntax bridges. NDM has been implemented in PKU MetaModel Tool (PkuMMT). The paper made a case study to illustrate the feasibility of NDM. Besides, a comparison between PKU MMT and some metamodeling tools is presented to show the capability and advantages of NDM.
Introduction
Recently, models are becoming the main product of software development [3, 1] , and the modeling technique has been increasingly applied to domain-specific software development. The need for domain-specific software modeling has increased a lot, but general purpose modeling languages, such as the Unified Modeling Language(UML) [4, 5] , couldn't satisfy all demands for domain-specific modeling. Thus a great many of domain-specific modeling languages, as well as corresponding modeling tools, are needed [1, 2] . As a result, metamodeling techniques are needed here to define the domain-specific modeling languages.
Metamodeling is the process of defining modeling languages. A common process of defining a modeling language is to first define the syntax of the language and then to describe its semantic [4] . The syntax of a model- * Corresponding authors ing language consists of abstract syntax and concrete syntax [4, 6, 12] . For graphical modeling languages, the concrete syntax is the graphical notation (or the notation in short). After defining the abstract syntax and the concrete syntax separately, a mapping from the concrete syntax to the abstract syntax should also be established [4, 6] .
The defining of the notation has become one of the basic steps in metamodeling, because the notation is the concrete syntax of a graphical modeling language. At present, there are a lot of solutions of defining the notation in metamodeling tools. One of the solutions is that the notation is represented as some models in a metamodeling tool. According to the models of the abstract syntax and the models of the notation, the metamodeling tool can create the modeling language and generate the modeling tool. For this solution, we need a metamodel for the notation to describe the models of the notation. This paper proposed the Notation Definition Metamodel (NDM). NDM is a set of metamodels for defining the notation of graphical modeling languages which is used in metamodeling tools. NDM solves the following three basic problems existed in the process of defining the notation in a metamodeling tool: 1)How to define a notation of a certain modeling element? 2)How to define the location relations between different notations? 3)How to map the notation onto abstract syntax?
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the main contents of NDM. Section 3 introduces the PKU MMT in which NDM has been implemented, and a case study is presented to illustrate the feasibility and the ability of NDM. Section 4 makes a comparison between PKU MMT and some other metamodeling tools to indicate the advantages of NDM. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusion and discusses the future works.
The Notation Definition Metamodel
In order to define a modeling language, we must describe the syntax of that language. The syntax consists of abstract syntax and concrete syntax. The abstract syntax is usually defined by some metaclasses, the structural relationships between these metaclasses and some constraints [4, 5] . The concrete syntax can be graphical or textual. For graphical modeling languages, the concrete syntax is the graphical notation. In this paper, the word notation denotes the graphical notation because we focus on graphical modeling languages. In order to define the notation of a modeling language, there are three parts of NDM: basic figures and layouts, location relations between notations and syntax bridges. The following text discusses these three parts metamodel of NDM.
Basic Figures and Layouts
A notation is composed of some figures. For example, the class notation in UML2 consists of some rectangles. In order to define a notation, a metamodeling tool has to provide some basic figures in its notation editor so that the user can use these figures to define a notation.
Basic figures should contain enough figures so that the user can use these figures to define all the notations of target modeling languages. But, basic figures should be concise so that they are easy to implement in tools.
In NDM, the basic figures are collected from UML family. First we gathered all notations in UML family. Then we analyze them to find some basic figures according to the occurrence frequency. After carefully selecting, the following figures are selected as basic figures in NDM: rectangle, rounded rectangle, diamond, triangle, polygon, ellipse, circle, straight line, polyline, arc, text object and image.
Basic figures are finite after all, so not all notations can be defined by a single figure. In fact, most notations are composed of more than one figure. NDM provides some layouts to describe the composition of basic figures within a notation. The figures participating in the layout can be classified into two types: the parent and the child. A parent figure may have several children, and a child may have its own children figures too. According to different layout strategies, parents will lay out their children in different ways.
NDM contains the following layouts: flow layout, border layout, decoration layout, role name layout, vectorgraph layout and extendable layout. Fig.1 shows the example of the layouts in NDM. 
Location Relations
In graphical modeling languages, different notations represent different modeling elements. Besides, the location relations between notations also represent different meanings. For example, given two classes named A and B, the notations of the two classes may be irrelevant to each other if the two classes are unrelated with each other. But class B's notation must be nested in class A's if class B is a nested-class of class A. In fact, the notations (both node type and connection type) usually represent certain metaclasses of abstract syntax, and the location relations are always used to denote the structural relationships between these metaclasses.
When defining the notation, a metamodeling tool must provide support for defining location relations. In most metamodeling tools, users can't define the location relations manually, and not all location relations do these tools support. In NDM, we provide some metamodels of location relations, so that users can define all location relations in a straightforward way.
There are a great many of location relations in UML2, and they can be classified into the following five types: nested type, connected type, port type, node-attached type and end-attached type. Figure. 
Syntax bridges
For graphical modeling languages, the graphical notation is the concrete syntax of the languages. After defining the notation and the abstract syntax separately, the notation should be mapped to the abstract syntax. In NDM, the syntax bridges are used to describe the mappings from the notation to the abstract syntax.
When describing the mapping from the notation to the abstract syntax, there are three basic kinds of mappings: model mapping, attribute mapping and relationship mapping.
A model mapping indicates that the notation can represent a certain modeling element or the notation belongs to a certain modeling element. One modeling element may have more than one notation, so each modeling element could have more than one modeling mapping.
An attribute mapping describes where and how to display the value of an attribute of the modeling element in a certain notation that belongs to the element. For example, Class in UML2 has an attribute named "name", and the class notation has three compartments [5] . In this case, an attribute mapping may be used here to bind the attribute "name" to the top compartment of the class notation, which means the value of "name" should be displayed in the top compartment.
The location relations between notations usually denote the relationships between metaclasses. In NDM a relationship mapping describes a mapping from the location relation between notations to the relationship between metaclasses. As shown in Figure.3(b) , there is a composition between Classifier and Class in UML2. Given that there were two classes A and B. If B's notation was nested in A's as shown in Figure.3(a) , it means class B is the nested classifer of A. In this case, a relationship mapping may be set up here to map the nested type location relation between the class notations to the composition between Classifier and Class. 
Implementation and Case Study
Our research group has been making researches on object-oriented technique since 1990s. Besides, we have gained much experience in developing modeling tools. Since 1995 we have developed Jade Bird Object-Oriented Modeling Tools Family (JBOO), and the latest version is JBOO 4.0 which supports UML2.0. Recently, we begin to do research on metamodeling, and we developed a metamodeling tool named PKU MetaModel Tool (PKU MMT). Figure.4a shows the main editor of PKU MMT.
PKU MMT has been implemented on the Eclipse platform. It provides a visual abstract syntax editor (AS Editor) for users to define the abstract syntax. It also has a What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) editor to define the notation (Figure.4b ). Users can "draw" a notation with in the notation editor and map the notation to the corresponding abstract syntax which is defined in AS editor. After defining the modeling language in PKU MMT, it will generate a new modeling tool for the modeling language with the help of the code generating engine. Figure.5 shows an example tool which is generated by PKU MMT. In order to validate the feasibility of NDM, NDM is implemented in PKU MMT. When a user selects a modeling element in AS editor, he could open the notation editor to "draw" a notation for this modeling element. At the same time, a modeling mapping is set up automatically by PKU MMT. When drawing a notation, the user can set up attribute mappings to map text objects (a kind of basic figures) to attributes of the modeling element (as shown in Figure.4b ). If the user selects a relationships between metaclasses in AS editor, he can set up a relationship mapping to map a certain location relation to this relationship in a Location-Definition dialog box. Besides, we carried out a case study to investigate the effectiveness of NDM. In this case study, we use NDM to define all notations in UML2. First, we gathered all notations from UML 2.0 Specification [5] . Then we try to describe these notations by NDM in PKU MMT. At last, we count all the notations which can be described by NDM. Table 1 shows the result. 
Related Works
Most metamodeling tools would face the problem of how to define the notation. Different tools have different solutions to the problem. In this section, five metamodeling tools including PKU MMT are presented and a comparison among the solutions of these tools is made to illuminate the capability of NDM. These tools are Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [7] , the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [9] , MetaEdit+ [8] , the Eclipse Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) [10, 11] and PKU MMT. Table 2 presents the comparison among these tools. The comparison mainly focuses on the three basic problems which has been mentioned in Section 1: 1)How to define a notation? 2)How to define the location relations? 3)How to map the notation onto abstract syntax? According to those problems, we have the following three questions: 1)How to describe a single notation? 2)Which location relations do these tools support? 3)What is the capability of mapping notations to abstract syntax? Notations can be classified into two basic types: node type and connection type. So for the first question, we should check these two types separately. Model mapping is always set up automatically in all tools so that we don't need to consider it for the third question. According to Table 2 , NDM is obviously more effective than the other solutions.
Conclusion
In this paper, the Notation Definition Metamodel is developed to define the notation of software modeling languages in metamodeling. Basic figures and layouts are used to construct notations of modeling elements. Basic figures and layouts of NDM have absorbed many advantages of images, vector graph and GDM. Location relations provide a straightforward way to define the relations between different notations, which can describe the location relations between notations more exactly. Syntax bridges decrease the coupling between the process of defining abstract syntax and the process of defining notations. Although we mainly focus on UML family when we are developing NDM in Section 2, NDM can also be used to define other modeling languages' notations such ER, DFD, Work Flow diagram, BEPL and so on. Of course, NDM also has some limitations. For instance, some notations can still not be described by NDM (as shown in Table 1 ). We plan to overcome these limitations in the further.
